Want to soar but feeling stuck, lost, blocked?

Align with Your Divine Self & Embrace Your Wholeness
Wholeness Alignment with Sue Cimino
Part 1 - Introduction & Setup Prerequisite

Sue shares her remarkable life story, leaving work as an accountant to follow a mystical calling to Tasmania. There she
connected with a “Circle of Consciousness Involved with Creation” that showed her how to heal herself from Lyme disease,
and gave her important messages about humanity and what is needed for it to flourish. Through these communications, the
Wholeness Alignment emerged, a life changing protocol that enables you to embrace your Wholeness, reclaim your sovereignty,
and make quantum leaps into your most exciting and fulfilling future.
You must watch this video prior to the Alignment session so you understand the process and can decide if this is right for
you.

Part 2 - Wholeness Alignment Process

Sue will offer us this life-changing process, giving us the opportunity to make important choices for ourselves, like:
∙
Aligning fully with our Divine Self and clearing anything which does not align,
∙
Breaking and unraveling karmic or soul agreements that cause us to suffer or keep us stuck in old patterns,
∙
Breaking collective agreements that have been binding humanity for eons,
∙
Clearing subconscious baggage and blocks to Wholeness including past life bleed through, and
∙
Resetting the physical body to optimal functioning and clearing out any nasties.
These choices will enable you to make breakthroughs in your life and health, and empower you to move forward with
ease and grace. Let us know if you can’t make these dates and want to be invited to a future process
FOR PART 2 - It is important to be present the entire time (abt 2.5 hrs). Please choose a session where this is
possible. You will need to be comfortable and undisturbed. There will be a brief break mid-way through.

Sue is an author, speaker, gifted intuitive, visionary, and a believer in
miracles. She received the Wholeness Alignment Process directly from Spirit,
enabling her to assist people to reach their full potential.
Sue’s book, Ancient Ones Are Calling Us, Learning to Listen
Changed My Life, is an Amazon #1 bestseller.

For more information, check out www.SueCimino.com
To contact Sue - EmbraceYourWholeness@gmail.com

The content in these meetings is for informational or educational purposes only. Topics discussed in these meetings are not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice,
diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition.

